ULTIMATUM TO WORLD LEADERS

Dear Leaders,

Over the past 20 years you have colossally mishandled our climate crisis.

You are guilty of gross negligence!

Now we the people of the world demand that you wake up and move into urgent action.

We want you to declare a Code-Red Emergency at your COP26 conference in Glasgow this November.

After that, we want:

— a halt to all subsidies to oil corporations

— a moratorium on all pipeline construction

— oil companies (EXXON, Chevron, Shell) brought to justice for crimes against humanity

— poor countries compensated for the historically overwhelming emissions of the rich

— movement towards a global marketplace in which the price of every product tells the ecological truth

Dear Leaders, be warned: If you don’t heed our demands and live up to your carbon commitments, every one of you will get a pie in the face!

#ABILLIONPEOPLE  #OCCUPY  #GENERALSTRIKE